FIRST OVER EVEREST
I had already been appointed director, perhaps because of a
certain experience in the production of documented films and
an aptitude for presenting actualities in picture form.
All the technical posts were now filled and there remained
to discover one man with the energy, philosophy and fool-
hardiness to shoulder die duties of business manager, field
cashier, secretary, storekeeper and "continuity" writer. We
found him in T. D. Connochie.
A period of furious activity ensued.
The Westland machines, then nearing completion at Yeovil,
were visited so that special camera positions might be prepared
to ensure getting pictures of the summit from any conceivable
angle, and from one or two inconceivable ones, to be on the
safe side. From conversations with die constructional experts
it was soon found that to meet all our requests for mountings,
fields of vision and trap doors, would entail such sweeping
alterations that they might as well start again and build an
aeroplane round our camera. Moreover, it was certain that
to take the 'planes off the ground encumbered widi all the
gadgets we desired would be a hazardous operation, and to
climb to the stipulated 33,000 feet or more, a sheer impossi-
bility.
In the end, owing to our sagacity in having asked for five
times as much as we had any hope of obtaining, we secured
such modifications as would enable the camera-man to "shoot"
effective pictures at all heights.
Now came the preparation of special cameras and equipment
of all kinds, which had to be designed and tested under die
conditions to be expected over Everest Bonnett and Fisher
spent chilly hours in a freeze box at the R.A.F. Experimental
Station, Farnborough, to ensure cameras working efficiendy
at a temperature of minus sixty degrees centigrade. Read and
Sweeny went to the other extreme and roasted themselves
demonstrating that the sound recording equipment would
function under the tropical conditions anticipated at the aero-
drome. Special telephoto lenses had to be designed and tested
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